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Abstract--A multilevel technique for derivative computation is introduced which rests upon a multilevel 
modular unification of the back and the forward methods. With an increased flexibility for accurate 
differentiation, this method provides in many ca~s a reasonable compromise b tween time and memory. 
The structure of the method is in a good agreement with the conventional modular principle of pro- 
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mean ratio of computational time for variational nd adjoint blocks to that for initial block 
number of marked output variables inrelationship ( I )
number of marked input variables inrelationship ( I )
memory consumption estimates for FM, BM and MLDT. respectively 
FM memory consumption estimate with the serial, parallel and serial-parallel t chniques 
memory consumption estimates for storing initial variables inFM, BM and MLDT, respectively 
memory consumption estimates for storing variational nd adjoint variables in FM and BM, 
respectively 
memory consumption estimate incomputing the initial CS without dynamic memory allocation 
('i.e. requiring storage of the entire input, output and internal data) 
same with dynamic memory allocation 
structural matrix (containing the information f the CS structure) 
time for computing the initial CS 
times for computing the variational nd adjoint CS's 
times for computing a function and its derivatives in FM, BM and MLDT. respectively 
input variables vector for relationship ( I ) 
vectors of input marked and nonmarked variables for relationship (I)
vector of input variables ofblocks erved as internal CS variables 
vector of input variables of the k-th block 
vector of output variables for relationship ( I ) 
vectors of output marked and nonmarked variables for relationship (I)
vector of output variables ofblocks erved as internal CS variables 
vector of output variables ofthe k-th block 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Organization of derivative computations necessary for the effective solution of diverse com- 
putational problems (in nonlinear programming, solution of systems of nonlinear equations, 
etc.) still remains an important research task. Difference derivation may be realized very simply 
in software. However such differentiation, approximate by its nature, quite often leads to 
essential errors and/or requires much computational time. A complicated point in the difference 
approach is the choice of the step by the independent variables whose value should be adjusted 
to the differentiated function's local metric. On the other hand, the "normal"  accurate differ- 
entiation is often associated with iaboursome analytical preparation of the problem and its 
programming. The above has given birth to a significant number of papers treating the problem 
of automatic omputation of derivatives, and to programs realizing the task[ i---4]. Automatic 
computation of derivatives is considered in detail in the overview[5]. In all these papers a 
variational approach is used which we shall herein refer to as the forward method (FM). Another 
possible approach rests upon the use of an adjoint process (see, for instance, [6]). This approach 
will be referred to as the back method (BM). Both approaches present he differentiated rela- 
tionship in the form of a computational system whose structure is determined by the oriented 
computational graph and differ in that the FM computes the derivatives inthe sequence answering 
the graph's orientation while the BM, in the backward sequence. By the time expenditure BM 
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is usually much more efficient in the cases when the number of the output variables for which 
the derivatives are computed isessentially less than that of the input variables. This. for instance. 
is the case in using algorithms of nonlinear programming when the derivatives with respect o 
just one output parameter are to be determined, the optimization criterion. At the same time. 
BM is inferior to FM in memory consumption. 
The present paper suggests a differentiating method resting upon a multilevel modular 
unification of FM and BM. Let us call this method amultilevel differentiating technique (MLDT). 
Both BM and FM may be treated as particular cases of MLDT. The introduction of MLDT 
improves flexibility of the approach in obtaining accurate derivatives. In many cases when the 
use of FM is associated with too much computational time and the use of BM. with too much 
memory, MLDT provides a reasonable compromise between time and memory consumption. 
2. FORWARD AND BACK METHODS 
Let an initial functional relationship is given 
y = f(x) 
x ~ R", v ~ R". 
(1) 
This relationship is assumed continuously differentiable. Let x = (x,,, xh) and y = (y,, Yh) where 
xo, Ya are vectors of marked and xh, yn that of nonmarked variables. It is necessary to find 
Oy,, Of,, 
- (x ) .  (2) 
Ox, Ox, 
The reason we distinguish between marked and nonmarked variables is evident. This is 
exactly the case with real problems where the derivatives for a part of output variables are to 
be found by a part of input variables. 
This paper considers only those relationships f(x) whose computation requires no iterations. 
Let us say that relationship (I) is presented in the form of an open-loop two-level com- 
putational system (TOCS) if it is decomposable into separate operators (blocks) which may be 
ordered in such a manner that the computation of f(x) is reduced to a sequential execution of 
the operators of decomposition so that each of them works only once. The TOCS blocks will 
be referred to as conditional elementary operators (CEO). Relationships for these blocks will 
be regarded as continuously differentiable. In this section only TOCS's are considered but later 
we shall treat computational systems (CS) of a more general type. 
We shall distinguish two forms of representing relationship (!) as TOCS. 
Form 1. Relationship (I) is determined by the system of equations 
ytX~ = f,X,(x~X~ ) K = I, N (3 )  
Sy' = x', (4) 
where N is the total number of blocks. 
Equations (3) describe the CS blocks while Eqs. (4), the interbiock links. The structural 
matrix S (whose elements are nulls and unities) satisfies the relationships 
S 0 = I for all i 
I 
S,, = I for all j. 
i 
(5) 
A natural graph representation for a CS (3), (4) is an oriented computational graph whose 
nodes correspond to blocks (3) and edges, to links (4). The computational graph describes the 
structure of the CS. 
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As an example consider the relaitonship 
Using arithmetic operations, the exponent and the "variable duplication" operator ela- 
tionship (6) may be substituted with a CS with the following block equations 
v(i I) = x~l)x~. I) = RT; 3 (`-) = "vc¢ ~)= x(('); 
y')-~' = -.~,~'/Jd~' = - E, /x~';  3":' = exp (.~:'); (7) 
~*) '~) (61 6) 61 
= = -x ' ,  /x'_,' = -E,/x',~'; 3:( ~' = x~ = .P: *: klx~2"~); Yl . . 
y,7, = exp (x'~7'); y~"' = r,x; X' = k,x; ~' 
Introducing (7) we have assumed that 
x = (x~ I', x,.,'" x '~',. x', ~', x'l ~', x'l x') = (R, T, El ,  K, ,  E,,_ K,)._ 
Let us also assume that 
x (x~2, ,3, x ;  ~' '"' x~ ~' x'_,"') r ~ 12  ~ 11141, . s 12  9 •




0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 I 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
(8) 
The computational graph in Fig. 1 corresponds to (7) and (8). 
Form 1 is convenient because it explicitly distinguishes between the CS blocks and the 
equations that determine its structure. Therefore (see below) it may be used for a more compact 
general description of variational and adjoint CS's. However in order to achieve the closest 
possible formalism of computational systems (using which the present paper introduces algo- 
rithms of differentiation) to the formalism accepted in programming introduce another form of 
representing the relationship 3" = f (x )  as a CS (this form is employed by the majority of authors 
involved in the problem of automatic differentiation). 
Form 2. Let us treat the link equations (4) as identities which introduce different notation 
for the CS internal variables. Then redenote the corresponding variables in block equations (3) 
and order the entire blocks in the computational sequence. Thus form 2 for the CS is obtained. 
Presentation of a CS in form 2 may be regarded as an arithmetic fragment of a program text. 
Therefore block equations may be treated as sequences of the program arithmetic operators with 
the variables taking up certain values in the course of computation. Let us assume that each 
variable is associated with a certain memory resource. Then multiple use of variables for 
memorizing different values appears to be a conventional programming technique intended for 
saving memory resources. 
To the CS blocks add a conditional block which represents the "environment".  The input 
(output) variables of this block are the outputs (inputs) of the CS. If each variable serves in the 
expanded CS as an output variable of some block only once. such a CS will be called complete. 






Fig. I. Computational gral~ for relationship (I) in its representation i  the form of a CS (7). (8). 
Complete CS's " remember"  all computational information (input, internal and output). If in 
this case each variable is an input variable of a block also just once, then such a CS is referred 
to as strongly complete. 
Relationship (6) may be written as the following strongly complete CS (with numbered 
blocks): 
(1) aj = RT = xlx2; 
(2) a2, a3 = a_~; 
(3) a4 = -E t /a , .  = -x Ja2 ;  
(4) a, = exp Ca.); 
(5) Yl = T~ = Kla~ = x+a~; 
(6) a6 = -E2 /a3  = -x~/a3;  
(7) a~ = exp (a+); 
(8) Yz = "rz = kza7 = xcaT; 
(9) 
x = (R, T, El, kl, E2, k2) y = (Ti, 1"2) 
If the duplication blocks are withdrawn from a strongly complete CS (and the variables 
are redenoted in an appropriate manner) we shall have a complete CS. If however the "used"  
variables are reused as the output variable blocks, a compressed CS is obtained. The operation 
of transfer from a strongly complete (or complete) CS to a compressed one will be referred to 
as the operation of the CS compression. 
Automatic omputation of derivatives 
The following CS will be a compressed one: 
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(1) al = RT = xlx,.; 
(2) a2 = -E ) /a j  = -x3 /a2 ;  
(3) a2 = exp (a~); 
(4) Yl = "r~ = kja,_ = x4a,_; 
(5) a2 = -E , _ /a j  = -x~/a l ;  
(6) a2 = exp (a_,); 
(7) y_, = r., = k,.a~_ = x~a2. 
(10) 
As compared to the CS (9), the number of a, has decreased from 7 to 2 while the number 
of blocks has decreased by 1. 
The same variable may appear in different places of a CS (in form 2). Let us therefore 
speak of the occurences of the variables. Distinguish system input, output and internal occurences, 
as well as marked and nonmarked ones. Input, output and internal occurences are found in a 
"natural" way. A marked occurence is the occurence in which the value of a variable depends 
(through a chain of blocks) upon the values of the variable input marked occurences (i.e. those 
in which the variable acts as an input marked variable of the initial relationship), and effects 
(through a chain of blocks) the values of the variables output marked occurences (i.e. those in 
which the variable acts as an output marked variable of the initial relationship). A variable is 
referred to as marked if it has (at least) one marked occurence. In the case of a strongly complete 
CS each variable has either one input or one output occurence, or two internal occurences. In 
the latter case both occurrences are either marked, or nonmarked. 
Relationship ( 1 ) will also he considered as applied to a single CS block. Variables featuring 
marked occurences as the CS variables are referred to as marked block variables. If a block 
contains marked variables it is called marked. A part of a CS consisting of marked blocks is 
called a marked part of a CS. 
If a variable serves as an input (output) variable of some block we say that this variable 
has an input (output) block occurence. If a variable in a complete CS has more than one input 
block occurence it is called a duplicating variable. 
Let in our example 
xa = (T) y, = ('r,). 
Underlined in the CS (9) and (10) are those marked variables and marked blocks which 
answer this case. 
CS's corresponding to the initial functional relationships are called in i t ia l ,  and their ele- 
ments-var iables and b locks - - - in i t ia l  var iab les  and in i t ia l  b locks ,  respectively. 
The following system of equations is called a variational CS in form 1: 
8v (x) = Of'X) sx  (x) K = I, N 
- OX~K ) 
SSy' = 8x' 
(11) 
(12) 
which is obtained by the traditional rules of varying the variables. 
It is well known (see. for instance, [5]) that the solution for the system (11) and (12) 
satisfies the following equation for variational input and output variables of relationship (I): 
~x' Of 
• = Ox (x)Sx. (13) 
One may easily see that the structure of the variational CS (11) and (12) is identical to 
that of the basic CS. thus the same computational graph answers this variational CS. 
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The variational CS of form 2 is obtained from the initial one as a result of introduction of 
"variational" variables and substitution of each initial block with the variational block (13). 
It may be noted that in determination f the variational CS one may restrict himself with 
considering only marked blocks and varying only marked variables of these blocks, and that 
variational CS's (in form 2) may be subjected to the compression operation like it is done for 
a initial CS. 
The following variational CS corresponds to the CS (9): 
(1) 5at = RST; 
(2) 5a,_ = gat; 
(3) ga4 = - a~fia,.; 
a2 
(4) 5a5 = asga4; 
(5) 5xl = k,gas. 
(14) 
After compression CS (14) is transformed into the CS 
(1) ga,  = R~T;  
(2) 5al = ( -a Ja2)gat ;  
(3) 5at = a~gal; 
(4) 5xl = klgat. 
(15) 
For a variational CS in form 2 one may interpret formula (13) as follows. If vector 8x,, is 
fed onto the input of a variational CS, its output (after execution of all operations) will feature 
vector By, = Of,/Ox,(x)SXo (f(x) is the dependence for the CS). In particular, if 
gx,, = 1, 5x,j = 0 w i th j¢ - i  (16) 
then 
C3yat = gY,I I = l ,m, .  (17) 
Ox., 
Computation of the derivatives (2) based on the design of the variational CS will be referred 
to as the forward method. This computation may be executed in three different ways. The first 
(serial) technique implies the calculation of the initial CS following which the variational CS 
is computed. The second (parallel) technique is in concurrent computation of both CS's for all 
n, vectors (16) at a time. The third (parallel-serial) technique implies simultaneous calculation 
of the initial and the variational CS's first for the input vector (16) with i = 1, then for same 
with i = 2, and so on until i = n,. These techniques are conveniently formalized via intro- 
duction of an integrated CS of the FM. In the first technique the integrated CS is obtained with 
the help of a consecutive integration of the initial and variational CS's. In the second and third 
techniques it is obtained from the initial CS as a result of merging the initial marked blocks 
via their integration with the corresponding variational blocks. 
An integrated CS for the CS (10), under parallel integration, has the following form: 
(1) as = RT; gas = RST; 
(2) a2 = -E l~at;  ~a2 = -(a,_/a,)Bal; 
(3) a2 = exp (a2); ga,_ = a2ga2; 
(4) xt = kla2; 5"q = kt~a2; 
(5) a: = -E2/al ;  
(6) a, = exp (a,_); 
(7) "r, = k2a2. 
(18) 
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Note that with the first technique the initial CS should generally be complete since the 
calculation of variational blocks requires the knowledge (in the general case) of all values of 
the initial CS variables. But a variational CS may be compressed. In the second and third 
techniques any initial CS will do. 
Almost all programs of automatic differentiation described in the literature to date are 
based on the FM in the above form or its modifications, and employ either the second or third 
computational technique[5]. These techniques are simpler in realization and save memory, 
however (see details below) they may require a lot of additional computational time. 
We turn now to the description of the back method. 
The following system of equations i called an adjoint CS in form I [6]: 
.f~K, = /~ l  ~K, (19) 
SLY' = y' (20) 
where sign T stands for transposition and sign ..... for adjoint variables. 
Equations (19) describe adjoint blocks while Eqs. (20) describe interblock links. 
it is well known (see, for instance, [6]) that the solution for the system (19) and (20) 
satisfies the following adjoint equation for Eq. (I): 
g = Of (x )  .~. (21) 
it is easy to notice that the structure of the adjoint CS (19) and (20) is inverted with respect 
to that of the initial CS (Fig. 2). 
( 







Fig. 2. Adjoint computational graph for CS ITL (8). 
e, 
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An adjoint CS in form 2 is obtained by means of introducing adjoint variables and sub- 
stitution of each initial block with an adjoint block (21). 
One may easily see that in determination f an adjoint CS one may restrict himself with 
introduction of adjoint variables only for marked variables of the CS and turning to adjoint 
relationships consider only marked blocks. 
However, in contrast o variational CS's, adjoint CS's (in form 2) may be built only on 
the basis of complete initial CS's. This is so because the structure of an adjoint CS is inverted 
with respect to that of the initial CS, and therefore computation of the adjoint CS is carried out 
in the order of the adjoint blocks opposite to that of the corresponding initial blocks. Computation 
of the adjoint CS should thus take place after the initial CS is computed, and in the general 
case it requires information on all values of the initial variables. The adjoint CS may also be 
compressed, of course. 
For the CS (9) an adjoint CS is the following: 
(5) d~ = kj÷t; 
(4) d4 = asds; 
(3) d2 = (-a4/a2)a4; 
(2) dt = d2; 
(1) ? = Ra,; 
(22) 
as well as the CS 
(5) ~it = kl'~l; 
(4) ~j = asdj; 
(3) d l=  (--a4/a2)dl; 
(1) iF = Raft 
(23) 
obtained by compression of the CS (22). For illustrativeness, we maintain the numbering of 
the initial blocks. 
Stricdy speaking, the above way of designing adjoint CS's refers to the case when the 
initial CS is strongly complete. Otherwise, if it is complete but not strongly so (i.e. if it contains 
branching variables) the following additions hould be introduced to the description of the 
adjoint CS design: 
(a) all adjoint variables corresponding toduplicating initial variables hould be zeroed; 
(b) if an output variable of some adjoint block answers the input marked uplicating initial 
variable then the adjoint block equations are added with the operation of addition with this 
variable. 
These additions result from the fact that adjoint addition block corresponds to the initial 
duplication one. 
Thus, let y, = (rl, r2) for relationship (6). Using the strongly complete CS (9) we may 
obtain the following adjoint CS: 
(8) d~ = k2T2; 
(7) a6 = aTaT; 
(6) a3 = (-a6/a~)d6; 
(2) d~ = d: + ~; 
(!) T = R~. 
(24) 
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However it is obvious that the same computational result will be obtained if we use a 
complete initial CS 
(1) a~ = RT; 
(2) a2 = -E /a l :  
(3) a3 = exp (a:); 
(4) xl = kja3; 
(5) a~ = -E21aj ;  
(6) a~ = exp (a,); 
(7) r2 = k:a~; 
(25) 
and go to the following CS: 
(0) aj = 0; 
(7) a~ = k.,~..~; 
(6) a, = asa~; 
(5) ~i t = (-aa/al)a4 + at; 
(2) aj = ( -a2/aOa. .  + '~l; 
(1) ~ = Ra,. 
(26) 
The method of obtaining an adjoint CS from a strongly complete initial CS is easier in 
design and simpler in applying to various comparisons (in particular, in comparing the numbers 
of operations needed in computation of the initial and adjoint CS's). The second technique is 
oriented toward memory resource saving. 
As applied to an adjoint CS in form 2, the formula (21) may be interpreted in the following 
manner: if vector y, is fed onto the input of an adjoint CS its output (after execution of all 
operations) will have vector ~ = (#f/ox)rya. In particular, if 
y,~ = ! and y,j = 0 with j# i  (27) 
then 
Oy,i =k. i  I = l ,n . .  (28) 
0x~1 
Computation of derivatives with the use of an adjoint CS will be referred to as the back 
method. A concept of integrated CS's is introduced as applied to the BM; an integrated CS is 
obtained here by consecutive (serial) integration of the initial and the adjoint CS's. 
The back method for the design of a program for automatic derivative computation was 
described in 171. 
Note here that the initial parameters in defining the variational and the adjoint CS's should 
be treated as those with specified values. 
Compare the two methods, FM and BM. Computation of derivatives with the use of the 
FM requires a single computation of the initial CS and no computations of the variational CS 
(with varying input data), while the use of the BM for this purpose requires a single computation 
of the initial CS and m,, computations of the adjoint CS. Thus the following estimates may be 
obtained: 
TIFMI ,i = T,, + n,,T, = Th(l + K,.n, , )  
TtBM~ ,1 = T .  + re .T , ,  = T.(I + /~,,m,,). 
(29) 
(30) 
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In many practical cases T, and 7",, are close enough to each other. Therefore the result of 
the comparison between m,, and n,, may be taken as an approximate estimate of the comparative 
efficiency of both methods, in terms of computational time. 
Let CEO's be the arithmetic operations and elementary functions. In this case all variational 
and adjoint operations for all initial conditionally elementary operations, besides addition/ 
subtraction and duplication of variables (note that the operations of addition and duplication 
are mutually adjoint) consume about he same execution time. Therefore the closeness between 
T, and T,, will take place when the numbers of operations of addition/subtraction and duplication 
of variables in a strongly complete CS are close to each other or when the relative contribution 
of these operations i small enough. 
The computational experience of the authors (see 161) proves that usually the following 
estimates hold: 
0 .5~K,~2 and 0.5 <~ K,, ~< 2. (31) 
Remark I. In the assertion on closeness between T, and T,, and on practical validity of the 
estimates (29). (30) a "'general approach" in the CS calculation was made use of. This approach 
fails to recognize the possibility of reduction of the number of operation via the account of zero 
elements in the input vectors Bx,, and y,,. it seems reasonable to assume that such an account 
does not produce any significant effect in many practical problems. At the same time, recognition 
of zeros poses hard algorithmic problems in software realization of these methods. 
Remark 2. Formula (29) refers to the case when the serial technique is employed for FM 
computation. If one employs the serial-parallel technique formula (29) should be substituted 
with the formula 
T~FM~ ,/ = Tdl + K,)n,,. (29a) 
The parallel computation technique may also require more computational time than the 
serial one. The following situation is the case. Relationship ( I ) may be in essence a parametric 
family of relationships for which a single program text for derivative computation should be 
obtained. Let n. be a parameter of this family. In this case (as well as in the case when n. is 
a fixed but large enough number) the program will contain loop statements (from ! to n.) for 
each marked block. The latter may result in a significant time increase. 
Note that neither in the serial nor in the serial-parallel techniques this extra time practically 
occurs since in both techniques the computation of n. variational CS's may be realized with 
the help of a single loop statement. 
Consider the memory requirements: 
Q,FM, = Q,j~,M, + O,,VM, 
QmM, = Q,tsM, + QIsM,. 
(32) 
Dynamic memory usage is possible in the FM with respect o initial variables in both the 
parallel and the serial-parallel techniques. As for variational and adjoint variables, dynamic 
memory usage is always possible. From the viewpoint of the formalism employed in this paper 
dynamic memory usage means a transfer to a compressed CS. in computing a CS with dynamic 
memory, the amounts of memory for the initial, variational and adjoint variables are about the 
same equal to Q" • Q" < Q' and often Q" ,~ Q'. Therefore with regard for the statements made 
in Remark 2. we have 
Q;,.,,, = Q, + Q,' 
Q;','" = (I + n,,)Q" 
Q',ll ' ' '=  2Q" 
[33) 
O,,,,, = O' + Q". 
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Formulas (33) show the FM with the serial-parallel computation technique to be the most 
efficient in memory saving. 
3. MULTILEVEL DIFFERENTIATING TECHNIQUE 
If m, "~ n, then the FM employing the serial-parallel or parallel computational technique 
provides memory savings due to a substantial increase of computational time (as compared with 
the BM). Consider therefore another approach to reduce memory requirements. 
Formulas (13) and (21), the mathematical basis for both FM and BM, are invariant o the 
level of their usage (i.e. the system level or the block level). This permits multilevel modular 
integration of FM and BM to be realized resulting in the MLDT. 
The essence of the MLDT can be exemplified with a three-level CS. Let the initial rela- 
tionship be presented as a system of computational blocks which, in their turn, may be treated 
as systems of computational subblocks. Then a method for computing the derivatives may be 
suggested resting upon assignment at the system level and at the block level of one of the 
methods, FM or BM, in one of their realization versions. 
Let us now give a strict definition of the MLDT. Let a differentiable r lationship (I) be 
given. If this relationship is initial then the use of the above approach necessitates computing 
either a variational or adjoint CS for each column of the unity matrix 5Xe or }~e. If relationship 
( 1 ) describes a subsystem of the initial CS then the variational or adjoint CS should be computed 
with consecutive columns of the matrix 5X or }~ of the general type. Introduce therefore the 
following operators VO and AO. The VO (variational operator) isapplied to rectangular matrices 
5X with n, rows and an arbitrary number of columns (denoted as r) and is defined by the 
relationship 
vo(sx)  A of, 
= ~xo (x)SX. (34) 
The AO (adjoint operator) is applied to matrices of the type m, x r and is defined by the 
formula 
(x) (35) 
It follows from (34) and (35) that 
VO(~X) = VO(SXe)~X = (AO(}7'e))r~x 
AO(~') = AO(l>e)f ' = (VO(SX~))r~ '. 
(36) 
The following six variants of realization of the VO and AO operators follow from formulas 
(36). The first implies the calculation of the initial and variational CS's with the input matrix 
5X, the second is in calculating the initial and variational CS's with the unity input matrix 5XE 
and with subsequent multiplication of the output matrix by 8X. The third variant requires 
computation of the initial and adjoint CS's with a unity input matrix and subsequent multipli- 
cation of the transposed output matrix by 5X. The fourth, fifth and sixth variants are the same 
as above, in reference to operator AO. The first, second and sixth variants will be referred to 
as F-methods (FMI. FM2 and FM3, respectively), while the fourth, fifth and third, as B- 
methods (BMI. BM2 and BM3, respectively). This definition generalizes the definitions given 
in Sec. 2: the FM and BM introduced there are particular cases of the F and B-methods (coinsiding 
with FMI and BMI when the input matrix is unity). FM (or BM) will hereinafter refer to any 
of the methods FMi to FM3 (or BMI to BM3). 
The number of columns of 5X or ~' will be called the dimension parameter of the method. 
Generalizing the results shown in Sec. 2 let us present he initial relationships (1) in the 
form of arbitrary open-loop computational systems (OCS)--multilevel open-loop CS. A formal 
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definition of an OCS is based most evidently upon a recursive process. Informally. one can 
say that an OCS is such a TOCS where every subblock is a TOCS in itself, which is true of 
all blocks up to the level before the last one. The lowest level blocks (being not systems) are 
referred to as CEO's. A TOCS is a particular case of an OCS. 
Let all system levels be numbered from 1 to N and at the level N we have a CEO, while 
at the level 1, the initial system. At the level K ( 1 < K < N) there are objects which are blocks 
with respect o those at the level (K - I), and at the same time systems with respect o those 
at the level (K + 1). Such systems are referred to as subsystems. Formula (1) may then be 
considered as a general relationship for the initial system, subsystems and CEO. 
A TOCS obtained by rejection of block system detalizations will be called a two-level 
reduction of the given system. 
Assign now one of the above six realization methods to the two-level reduction of each 
subsystem and one of the following methods to the two-level reduction of the initial system: 
either FMI (with fiX = 8XE) or BMI (with 17 = 1?E). Method assignment determines that part 
of the adjoint-variational computations of the derivatives (2) which is associated with the given 
system at the pre-block level of its system detalization. 
The following assignment condition is obvious: 
if system S, of the k-th level (! < K < N) is a block of system S_, of the (k - 1 )st level and 
if method FM (or BM) is assigned to system S,. then one of the VO-group (AO-group) 
methods hould be assigned to system S,. (37) 
When this condition is met the assignments made for the systems determine the multilevel 
adjoint-variational CS and the specific realization of the BFM for computing the derivatives 
(2). The FM and BM methods of Sec. 2 are considered as particular cases of the BFM. 
The major reason for introduction of MLDT is that it improves flexibility of the approach 
in obtaining accurate derivatives. 
Consider the effect of the number of OCS levels upon the time and memory required. Let 
us lust make some natural updating. In executing the BM for the initial system or any of its 
subsystems fhst the initial CS is computed storing the internal data referred to the two-level 
reduction of the given system, and then the adjoint CS is computed. Thus the introduction of 
each new level decreases memory requirements (for the amount of computational data stored 
in the memory at one time is reduced) but it generally increases computational time (because 
some computations of the initial CEO's are to be repeated). We assume also that FM uses only 
one computation of the initial CS (as in serial or parallel technique). The computational time 
will be understood as the reduced number of arithmetic operations, and those operations will 
be rejected in methods FM2, FM3, BM2 and BM3 which are associated with multiplication of 
matrix (Ofa/Oxo) by vector 8X for the initial system and subsystems, or matrix (Ofu/Ox,) r by 
vector 17 (which is possible if the amount of internal computations i  large enough). Memory 
expenditure will he understood as the maximal number of variables whose values should he 
remembered in the course of the process computing. 
Under these assumptions 
t Ft 
T(MLDT) 
= Z + E + E 'o,p, 
i ~ i 
(38) 
where is, t,.i and 6, are computational times for the i-th initial CEO and the corresponding 
variational and adjoint operators; S~ is the multiplicity factor of the i-th initial CEO equal to 
the number of systems with BM computation i to which it is included plus one (in a case when 
the FM has been appointed to the system of the level N - I), and p~ is the dimension parameter 
of the method used to compute the system which includes the i-th CEO as its block. Symbol 
Z, implies summation over all CEO's, Y.~ over only those CEO's for which the variational 
operator should he computed in the MLDT, and El' over those CEO's which require computation 
of the adjoint operator. 
Automatic computation of derivatives 
Table I. Effective method assignments for the VO operator fVO-group methods) 
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r < m., . II,, 
FMI 
4. < r. m.. m.. < r. n, 
FM2 BM.7 
Let for average times 7,, and 7,, (I,,. is the mean time for computing adjoint and variational 
CEO’s) we have 
t, = K,,.i,. 
Then 
where 3 and p are appropriately defined mean value of S, and p,. 
If CEO’s are arithmetic operations and elementary functions then z,,,. may be estimated 
with the use of inequalities (3 1). 
Formula (40). roughly speaking, shows that the value TLMLDT’ increases by the linear law 
with the number of system levels. 
One may easily see that the value j5 is minimal if MLDT assignments for subsystems are 
made in accordance with data presented in Tables 1 and 2, while the method assigned for the 
initial system is BMl with m, < n, and FM1 with N, < m,. 
If methods FMl-FM3 are assigned in strict compliance with Tables 1 and 2, then in the 
case of a TOCS i? = min (m,,, n,) while in the case of a multilevel CS p s min (m,, n,) and 
the addition of a new level may only decrease the value i!. Therefore the growth of TLMLDT’ as 
a function of S may never proceed faster than by the linear law. Generally speaking, even its 
decrease may be observed if the decline of p is significant enough. However the latter is a rare 
case. 
In the case of a TOCS formula (40) and data in Tables I and 2 yield that (compare with 
(29) and (30)) 
T 5”” = Tb( 1 + K,. min (m,, n,)). 
Let us now consider the memory requirements. Consider the effect of introducing yet 
another level to TOCS with BM computation. The adjoint or variational CS may be computed 
with dynamic memory allocation which usually is very efficient. Therefore we shall restrict 
ourselves with the requirements of memory needed for the iniriul CS computation only. Let the 
total number of variables in the complete TOCS is Q,, and let an “integration” of CEO’s has 
been carried out which resulted in isolation of h4 subsystems with the mean number of internal 
output variables for these subsystems equal z. Then it is obvious that the following estimate 
is true for the number of initial variables to be stored in a three-level representation 
Q; 2 Qh - (m, + n,) - FM 
M 
+ (m, + n, + FM) 
(The equality is achieved under uniform distribution of variables among subsystems). 
Table 1. Effective method assignments for the A0 operator (AO-group methods) 
BMI BMI FM3 
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After we find the minimum in M of the righthand part of (42) which takes place when 
(Qh - (m,, + n,,))' : 
Mm,. = ~1"_ 143) 
we obtain the following inequality: 
Q~ >~ 2Kt"-(Qb - (m, + n,)) ~ -" + (m, + n, - K). 144) 
If mr and na are small enough as compared to ~Qh one may approximately assume 
Q/, ~> 2K ' - 'V~.  (45) 
If it is possible to introduce subsystems close enough in the number of variables that are 
associated with them then 
Q~, ~ 2K" :V~.  (46) 
The value K characterizes the mean number of intersubsystem links. In practical problems 
the structure of the initial functional relationship isoften dete_rmined by a weakly filled structural 
matrix reducible to the block-diagonal form. The value K in such cases is small and, in 
compliance with formula (46) the amount of memory needed when an additional system level 
is introduced is reduced in proportion to V'Qb. Consequently the addition of the third level in 
such problems may essentially save memory with only a moderate time increase. 
Example 1 
Consider a three-level CS to which the graph presented in Fig. 3 corresponds. The graph's 
links are vectors and C ~ - C4 stand for the dimensionality of the vectors. Let for this system 
n~ = C~, ma = C, and C4 < C~. Then to provide min ~ at the first level BMI should be 
assigned (with 1~ = YE). The adjoint blocks of the initial system may, according to rule (37), 
he computed with the help of one of the following methods: BM 1, BM2 or FM3. 
For the initial system blocks we have: 
block 1: no 
block 2: na 
block 3: n, 
= CI ,  m.  = C_,, r = C4; 
= C2, m.  = C.~, r = C4; 
= C.~, m.  = C4, r = C4. 
Let C2 < C4 < C3, then (see Table 2) BM2 should he assigned for block 1, FM3 for block 
2 and BMI for block 3. These assignments determine the adjoint-variational CS in Fig. 4. 
Example 2 
Consider the relationship whose structure isdetermined by the computational graph of Fig. 
5. Let the block computing time be th, then 
Th ~ lO'th, -a~"m' = Th(I + K,.)IOT~,~ M' = T,,(I + /~,,). 
Fig. 3. Computational graph for a three-level CS. 
Automatic computation f derivatives 
Fig. 4. Computational graph of the adjoint-variational CS in Example I.
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If one assumes (see (3 1)) that k', ~ h'o ~ 2 then 
{BM) T,BM, ~ 3Th, T~,~ 30Th~ 10T ,I d ,I d 
where for FM the time corresponding to the serial-parallel computation technique is implied. 
The amount of memory are estimated in BM as follows: 
Q,BM, = Q~BM, q_ Q~BM, ~ 103 + 10 3 ~ 103; 'a~III/')(FMI .~.2 X 103 
(the internal reqiairements of the blocks are assumed to be relatively small and thus may be 
neglected). 
Let us introduce one more additional evel by integration of blocks of one line into a 
subsystem. The first level CS will contain 102 blocks and the second level CS's 100 blocks 
each. Let BMI is assigned for the initial system and for the subsystems. Then the time of 
computation is
T~ MLDT' = Th(2 + K , )~ 4T~ ~ !.33T~ BM' 
and the required memory is estimated as 
QkMLDT~2 × 103 ~ ~0 Q,BM~, Q(MLDT)= QkMLDT~ + Q~MLDT)~3 X 103 ~ ~3 QCnM). 
Note that the estimate Q~MLDT) results both from the direct computation and from the use 
of formula (46) with K = 10. 
The required memory is 33 times less while the computation time is only 1.33 times greater 
than in the case of BM. 
\ 
" \ \ - "  
:Y :  
Fig. 5. Computational graph for a CS with serial-parallel structure. The numbers in brackets indicate the 
dimensions of the respected communication lines. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
The MLDT technique suggested in this paper provides a flexible approach to accurate 
differentiation and permits a reasonable compromise between time and memory. The latter is 
of particular importance for optimization problems dealing with plants with complex mathe- 
matical models. The method has a modular multilevel structure well matching the approach 
generally accepted in programming which facilitates the design of automatic differentiation 
programs based on MLDT. The major elements of MLDT are FMI and BMI.  the methods 
used for the computation of a two-level initial and variational or initial and adjoint CS's with 
the matrix input. These methods are the milestone in the design of the program for automatic 
differentiation with the use of the MLDT technique. 
Computational systems formalism was treated in detail in the description of the FM and 
BM methods. This formalism should play an important role in the second part of the work 
devoted to the description of functioning of the program for designing a program text to obtain 
derivatives in compliance with the given program text of the initial functional relationship ( I ). 
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